
ASYMMETRICAL LACY KNIT SHAWL
by Krista Pagan @thezippyzebra

KNIT
SKILL LEVEL: EASY

Materials
• 4 skeins of Aurora Hand Tied DK Weight Yarn from Darn 
Good Yarn
• Size 10 (5.0mm) Knitting Needles (or circular needle 
to accommodate the large amount of stitches)—(not 
included)
• Stitch Marker (not included)
• Scissors & Tapestry Needle (not included)

Abbreviations
CO: Cast On
ST(S): Stitch(es)
K: Knit
YO: Yarn Over
SL: Slip
K2TOGTBL: Knit 2 stitches together through the back 
loops, similar to a ssk
RS: Right Side
WS: Wrong SidePattern Notes

• Gauge: 16 STS x 16 rows = 4”/10cm in garter stitch
• Finished Dimensions: Approximately 23”/58.5cm 
deep at the center with a 70”/178cm wing span. It’s 
stretchy and tends to shift a bit so it’s definitely one size 
fits all!
• This shawl was designed to highlight the diverse 
and beautiful fiber. While most triangle shawls are 
knit either top down or bottom up, this pattern takes 
a different approach and is worked from side to side. 
Looking at things from a different angle can give you a 
whole new perspective!*
• The Yarn is held doubled throughout the project. I 
found it easiest to wind two skeins together into a large 
cake using two yarn swifts and one winder. They could 
also be caked or wound separately and just held togeth-
er.
• The entire pattern is worked without a single purl 
stitch! It’s a great beginner project, especially because 
the amazing texture of the yarn can camouflage any 
mistakes that might occur.

PATTERN
CO 2 STS using any method you prefer
It’s helpful to place a locking stitch marker of some sort to 
indicate the Right Side of the work. You will be increasing 
by one stitch on each RS row.

Section 1: Garter Section
RS (odd numbered) Row: K1, YO, K to end
WS (even numbered) Row: K all STS
Repeat these 2 rows until there are 14 garter ridges (15 
STS)

Section 2: Dropped Stitch Section
Row 1: K1,*YO, K1*, repeat to end
Row 2: *K1, slip YO off needle*, repeat to last 3 STS, K 3, 
including the final YO
Rows 3-6: Work 2 garter ridges as indicated above in the 
Garter Section
Repeat these 6 rows twice more, for a total of 3 Dropped 
Stitch rows with 2 garter ridges in between each one.

 Pattern Repeat
Work Section 1 five times (total 7 ridges after the last 
Dropped Stitch Section)

Work Section 2

Repeat these two sections for a total of 5 Pattern Repeats

Begin working the repeat one more time, ending after the 
garter rows after the 2nd Dropped Stitch row

Next RS Row (Dropped Stitch Section): Work as stated 
above

Next WS Row: *K1, slip YO off needle* all the way across 
(no stitches increased)

You will now begin decreasing every RS row to form the 
second half of the triangle
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FROM A DIFFERENT ANGLE SHAWL
by Krista Pagan @thezippyzebra

KNIT
SKILL LEVEL: EASY

Decreasing Garter Section
RS Row: K2TOGTBL, YO, K2TOGTBL, K to end
WS Row: K all STS
Repeat to create 2 garter ridges

Decreasing Dropped Stitch Section
RS Row: K2TOGTBL, YO, K2TOGTBL, *YO, K1* to end
WS row: *K1, slip YO off needle*, repeat to last 3 STS, K3, 
including the final YO

Repeat the Decreasing Garter Rows for 2 ridges and the 

Dropped Stitch Rows once more (5 rows of dropped stitches 
total for this section: 2 increasing, 1 without increases, 2 
decreasing)

Continue to work 5 more ridges of Decreasing Garter Rows 
(for a total of 7 ridges) followed by 3 sets of the Decreasing 
Dropped Stitch Section and Garter Ridges until only 2 STS 
remain.

Final Row: K2TOGTBL, break yarn and tie off.

Weave in any loose ends and enjoy your new shawl!
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